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This book is dedicated to my wife Sibylle, whom I had left home alone for two months shortly after our honey-
moon to travel through Africa. I thought this trip was too dangerous to get a young woman into areas that had 
not yet been explored. Very soon I realized that my decision was perfectly right because quite often we were in 
dangerous situations, which we were only able to manage with luck and outside help. 
The book was written to document a journey that would no longer be possible today. The manuscript consists 
of travel and diary notes that I used to write every day addressing them to my wife to let her participate in this 
incredible expedition albeit indirectly.
Unfortunately, those notes could not be found for a long time. But after two decades they were rediscovered al-
lowing the completion of a book about that extraordinary adventure.
I must admit this trip had changed me and I returned back home mature and balanced man. With the benefit of 
hindsight I should say it was a daily give and take, but it was worth the effort.

Gottfried O. Rieck

Gottfried and Sibylle 

Foreword
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THE EXPEDITION
START: 11 March 1982
Tullnerbach. Lower Austria
7:00 pm

FINISH: 04 May 1982
Tullnerbach, Lower Austria
10.00 am

VEHICLE: 
Toyota Land Cruiser Station Wagon
4200 cm3, 135 PS

EQUIPMENT:
17x20 l petrol and 7x20 l water canisters, 2 tents, food for 2 months, 
car spare parts, tools, 1 holdall per person, 1 folding table, 5 camping chairs

THE TEAM:

GOTTFRIED 
RIECK
Vienna
Kitchen boy and interpreter

FRANZ 
KWETON-VOGL
Schmerbach, Lower Austria
Photo and shipper

ERNST 
JANISCH
Gablitz, Lower Austria
Kitchen chef und Zoologist

ANDRÉ 
PRETTERHOFER
Tullnerbach, Lower Austria 
Organisation and Management

WERNER 
RICHTER
Jois, Burgenland
Chief mechanic
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THE ADVENTURE – THE ROUTE
OUTWARD ROUTE:
Vienna – Salzburg – Innsbruck – Brenner – Milan – Genoa – Ferry to Tunisia –Kairouan – Hassi Messaoud –  
El Goléa – Adrar – Reggane – Tanezrouft Plateau – Gao – Niamey – Dosso – Maradi – Kano – Maiduguri –  
Mora – Waza – Maroua – Maiganga – Bertoua – Yaounde – Sangmelima – Djoum – Mintom II

RETURN ROUTE:
Mintom II – Djoum – Sangmelima – Ebolowa – Kribi-Douala – Victoria – Mafsa –Makurdi – Jos – Zaria –  
Kano – Zinder – Agadez – Arlit – Tamanrasset – Hoggar Plateau – In Salah – El Golea – Ghardeia – Tozeur – 
Gabes – Djerba – Kairouan –Ferry from Tunisia – Genoa – Milan – Brenner – Innsbruck – Salzburg – Vienna

COUNTRIES CROSSED DURING THE TRIP:
Austria – German Corner – Italy – (Mediterranean Sea) – Tunisia – Algeria – Mali –Niger – Nigeria – Cameroon

TOTAL TRAVEL DISTANCE:
About 20,000 km (12,427 miles)

OUTWARD / RETURN
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On the ferry Genoa-Tunis
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... with mixed feelings, I left my wife alone to start a journey that I had long dreamed about. It was planned  
to cross the Sahara desert southward to the border with the Congo and penetrate the tropical rainforest, visit 
Pygmy villages, enjoy a week of beach holidays on the Atlantic and return home by a slightly different route.  
As simple as that.

Whether we could really do it, I had no idea. From the whole team – all seemingly nice people, – I knew only the 
organizer by the name of André.

In a strange farewell mood mother of one of our boys crossed my forehead and my chest, kissed me and  
whispered, ‘God with you’. I almost shed a tear and lost confidence at once. All happened in the blink of an eye  
and we left Tullnerbach exactly at 19:00.

André had been driving all the way in the night despite snow chaos and poor visibility. At Brenner Pass we  
were lucky to sneak in between the two car wrecks in front of our Land Cruiser where only five centimetres 
separated us from the disaster. After 14.5 hours non-stop driving managed to reach Genoa where we parked at 
the port. All the boys were gone and I stayed with our car to fill out all pass forms. Felt some mild pain in the 
mouth, rinsed it with disinfectant and hoped for improvement. Tried to sleep in the car as we had a lot of time 
until departure at 6 pm. The journey had truly begun!

‘My heart in the highlands, 
my heart is not here…’
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Friday, 12 March 1982
My travel companions came back. Waiting for the ship, one of us got drunk and made a huge mess. While I was do-
zing in the car, two other cars parked next to us were being robbed. Did not notice anything! Professionals from Italy!  
More and more adventurers with crazy autos and motorcycles were driving in and it occurred to me that something 
out of the ordinary would not be long in coming. Our friend had fallen into a drunken stupor so I helped him into the 
ship and went straight to bed hoping he would not fall overboard and feeling the pain in my mouth getting a bit better.  
Looking forward to have my tooth root removed as soon as possible (a probable cause of my ache) and thinking about 
home, I was blissfully asleep.

Boarding in Genoa

Our new companion Harald
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Saturday, 13 March 1982
I had managed to pull my aching tooth thinking about my wonderful wife – now everything seemed all right.  
During breakfast on board met a young man travelling with a superbike who wanted to join our group. Harald was 
a Sahara specialist, spoke perfect English and French, was a nice guy and thanks to his experience we all had a lot 
less problems. After the battle in the breakfast buffet enjoyed a gorgeous day on the deck. Later, after a few beers an 
afternoon nap was a welcome relief. At 4:00 pm, having discussed our further travel plans, decided to do some shopping.  
The ferry was full of all sorts of rascals, and the mood was appropriate. Our drunkard was repentant and contrite but 
that was of little joy because if he repeated the same in Africa it could be very dangerous. André categorically forbade 
him to drink any alcohol during our journey. Before going to bed I took a shower and prepared my desert clothes.  
Tomorrow we‘d be driving through the whole of Tunisia. Fine.

Sunday, 14 March 1982
A wake up call at five. Steward was knocking on the cabin door so we got up. Breakfast, passport check and at eight 
o’clock we were ready. Our new companion Harald proved himself worthy. He arranged our passing customs control 
routine almost single-handedly. On that day we were to transit through Tunisia to the Algerian border. Most of the 
major routes were tarmac (asphalt) paved roads, no problems at all. In the afternoon, I had a toothache again but after 
two sips of whiskey the pain was gone. Near the border we got off the road and found a place to set up our first camp.  
It was great. Our supper consisted of ham and eggs followed by tea with rum. Everyone talked about the stressful day 
and made plans for tomorrow. That night I slept in the car for the first time. The wind was blowing heavily but Harald 
still preferred to stay outside. The pain in my mouth eased, it would soon be all right. I crawled into my sleeping bag and 
crashed out feeling happy and satisfied. Wonderful.

 

Camp 1
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Monday, 15 March 1982
Actually, it was rather uncomfortable to sleep in the car. Should think of how to improve it which might not be so 
easy because the front seats were not folding forward. Harald almost froze to death that night. When I woke him up 
in the morning he could hardly speak but it had been his idea – a tough guy – so no problem. Good breakfast with 
hot tea and at 9:30 am off to Algeria. Customs officers at both sides of the border were incredibly friendly and two 
hours later we were already in Algeria. It was very sunny but not warm, which was unusual. By the side of the road 
stood hitchhikers with nothing but the hope of a ride through the desert although every passing car was fully packed.  
In the meantime we came to the city called El Oued or Oued Souf, the capital of El Oued province. Money changed, 
car filled up, and we were back on the road again. The villages looked as Arabic as one could imagine. Women were 
in long robes with full sleeves and hoods, their heads covered by haiks, a traditional veil, and men similarly dressed 
and doing nothing. All around was desert but from time to time we saw magnificent oases that looked totally unreal.

We had been driving until evening and it was not easy to find a right place for Camp 2. Everywhere were oil fields or 
military bases where it was not permitted to stay. In the dark, we managed to find a stone plateau and hastily set up 
camp. My new idea of how to spend the night in the car more comfortably looked good after thinking about it all day. 
I decided I should stretch my legs through the open door and place them on a folding chair construction. After a mini 
standing supper everyone was in his sleeping bag. Slept well all night. Woke up in the morning in the best of moods 
when all were already at breakfast. That day we wanted to make about 500 km through Algeria. I was feeling well but 
had already been rather soiled and unshaven. By noon we planned to reach a place where we would wash and take care 
of ourselves for three hours. I was looking very much forward to it.

Harald on the desert sand
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Camp 2

Algerian well where you can get water and wash yourself
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Arrived in El Goléa, an oasis town and the capital of El Ménia District. The trip made an indelible impression thanks 
to the incredible diversity of the landscape in the run-up to the desert. The time was 3:00 pm. It was very hot and the 
muezzin’s drawl was impossible to understand. Muezzin is a man who calls Muslims to prayer from the minaret of a 
mosque five times a day.
All members of our group went either to the bank, post office or shopping leaving me alone to guard the car and the 
bike. I was a bit nervous because the barren plain of Tanezrouft, the ‘Land of Thirst’, was coming closer and closer. We 
still ran into adventurous motorists (their cars looked like from the Second World War pool). Crazy guys. That night we 
were quite busy conducting complete vehicle inspection and helping ourselves to a square meal because in the desert it 
would be difficult to get something. Anyway, I felt confident – and that was something new – that everything would be 
all right because all people that we had met so far were very nice and helpful. In the meantime we noticed that everything 
around was written in Arabic (except road signs) and you could imagine how complicated would be here to buy, say, an 
aftershave. Doesn’t matter, we had already been there for a week and so far everything was going as planned.
By six o’clock we were about 100 kilometres on the way to the town called Timimoun and immediately set up our third 
camp. Dinner of canned stuffed peppers followed by a dessert and tea. Very enjoyable. Soon I found myself asleep and 
snoring. In the morning we saw several goats marching by about ten meters away from us. Apples and even a bucket of 
water generously offered by us were ignored.

Our first day in the Sahara desert
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After breakfast we began moving when it suddenly 
started raining. They say it happens here once in 
seven years. A rare natural phenomenon was 
duly photographed and we went further stopping 
briefly in Timimoun just to refuel, and by noon 
arrived at Adrar, administrative capital of the 
second largest province in Algeria having already 
driven 2,720 kilometres. André and Harald were 
working on our vehicles until evening because by 
that time they badly needed servicing. The rest of 
the team went shopping to the oasis. Adrar is the 
last community before the Sahara. We purchased 
supplies of food, 420 litres of fuel and 157 litres 
of water, then left Adrar and after ten kilometres 
made a stop. Between the dunes we set up our most 
beautiful camp and with the festive mood cracked 
open our last bottle of whiskey. After four shots, 
I quickly retired to my sleeping bag. During the 
night the rain was pouring down so hard that by 
the morning everything turned to dirty slush. Got 
out with some difficulty and returned to the town. 
There, as usual, was another customs control post. 
Imagine a customs checkpoint seven hundred 
kilometres away from the border. Again, the 
officers were very friendly and helpful. Departure 
to Reggane.

Rain in the desertFirst repair
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Ahead of us were 1,327 kilometres of the most difficult part of the route, the dreaded Tanezrouft.  
In Reggane, the last town on the Tanezrouft track heading south across the Sahara where customs and 
police inspection are mandatory before crossing the desert, the police gave us four days for this roll.  

The fuel tank filled to capacity, the stocks of bread replenished and at 3:10 pm we left the asphalt road. The first 
cloud of dust immediately followed us. Everyone had an equally bad feeling but okay, let‘s go.

Harald on his off-road motorcross bike was behind, preferring to swallow dust rather than lose sight of us.  
The first 50 kilometres were especially demanding. Dead calm, you hear only wheels cut into the sand. For hundred 
kilometres we saw only two birds in the Sahara, then life stopped altogether. Everything in the desert seemed dead. 
Countless skeletons of sheep, camels and cars around the slopes. Strange feeling. It seemed all personal problems 
became smaller and smaller and one was mentally preparing for survival.
Made another 150 kilometres through the desert, then a kilometre to the west, and set up yet another camp, the 
fifth in just one week. Before, there was some confusion about where to go because the track suddenly turned east 
and it seemed to us that we lost our way. But after ten kilometres and a couple of bends we again took the right 
direction.

After that episode we became more careful using a special compass and Michelin map. In our fifth camp we 
decided to do without a tent. Spent the night in sleeping bags as a haboob – Arabic for ‘strong wind’ – blew 
through the desert covering us with sand. Protected by the car, I slept beautifully realising at the end (I was writing 
these notes before sunrise) that I was snoring like a chainsaw. That morning I greeted the dawn in the desert for 
the first time. Amazing.
A totally new sensation. That endless expanse and perfect tranquillity created a great feeling in me – I was very 
happy. In the meantime, my friends woke up, performed their morning routine, and after a quick breakfast we 
were back on the road.

THE DREADED TANEZROUFT
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We had to hustle to make that day’s limit of 400 km to stay on schedule. It was our first full day in the Sahara. When we 
got up it was 12°C and we expected fifty at noon. Never mind, we still had about 150 litres of water and in front of us 
only 1,177 km of sand and stones.
Had a gorgeous ride and after 120 km reached what we called Weygand’s Point (for a short period of time in 1940, French 
General Maxime Weygand served in Algeria as commander in chief of the French forces). Once there was an airfield 
in that place. Empty barrels, broken pumps, mummified camels – a lot of relics and remains. Found a camel with a cub 
(female camels are called cows), must have died during birth, both bodies parched and withered – what a sad picture. 
Continued to drive in the deadly heat.
That day we met three cars with French travellers stuck on a 50-kilometre erg. The term takes its name from the Arabic ‘arq’ 
meaning dune field also known as sand sea. Discussed the way with the drivers and moved forward, trying to go round 
the erg. I was sitting in the navigator‘s seat, checking the direction with our compass and verifying the route with the map. 
Fortunately, we had never before lost our way and for some time already Harald on his bike had been driving next to us.
Another 100 kilometres and we arrived at the former site of the French Foreign Legion known as Bidon V in the 1930s. 
The Legion was initially stationed only in Algeria where it took part in the pacification of this former French colony.  
There, legionaries underwent a progressive system of training, often very challenging physically and stressful 
psychologically. Pure madness in the heat. Small officers’ cemetery, half destroyed, was photographed. An eerie place to 
visit. Away from it.

A dead camel

Werner is getting ready for a new day Weygand’s Point
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Before darkness all 400 km were covered and we found a very nice place to set up our sixth campsite. We were 
already pitching tents like pros and then took time to service our vehicles. Half a bucket of water for everyone to 
wash hands and face. We went to bed early and were freezing all night because the temperature was below ten 
degrees. I woke up at dawn and, after walking about hundred meters from the camp, enjoyed the sunrise in total 
solitude. I was overwhelmed with emotions. Then everyone also got up, we ate our breakfast and off we went.
By lunchtime we found ourselves in Bordj Badji Mokhtar, on the border with Mali. Unlike most other towns in 
the Algerian part of Sahara, this settlement was not built adjacent to an oasis so to get water its citizens had to 
dug deep wells. We coped with border crossing formalities simply, quickly and without any hold-ups, except for 
a minor incident. Ernst indicated in the declaration that he was a civil servant and that provoked some strange 
confusion but thanks to Harald’s perfect French the problem was resolved. We thanked customs officers profusely 
and quickly departed. Suddenly, a grassland emerged before us and we saw the first nomads. Stayed with their 
children for a while and, as it is customary there, gave them presents. 
In December in those parts a married couple from Munich together with their Land Cruiser disappeared without 
a trace (after three months they were both found dead and buried in the sand). ‘Wanted’ posters were displayed 
everywhere, but we did not stay long and found our way although there were practically no road signs.
Crossed a no-man’s land between Algeria and Mali and at 3:30 pm arrived in Tessalit, a village about 70 km from 
the Algerian border and the point of border and customs control of the Republic of Mali. One of the inspectors put 
his eye on the hoe in the trunk of our car and hinted that he would like to have it. After some hesitation we agreed 
to give him the instrument, after which all formalities were completed. Not to waist time at the checkpoint, we 
used it to replace a flat tire. That happened for the first time after we had already crossed five countries. The mood 
was excellent and no one was tired. So far, so good.

Harald driving next to us

The cemetery at the former post Bidon VThe nomads
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After the border flies suddenly attacked us 
aiming straight for my mouth, nose, and 
ears. One of them I swallowed. Terrible, it 

tasted just like it looked. The landscape suddenly 
changed and we found ourselves driving through 
a moonlike terrain. We took pictures although it 
was strictly forbidden. It seemed the night would 
have to be spent on bare stones but, as usual, for our 
Camp 7 we found a suitable place near the road.

Spaghetti for dinner, pineapple for dessert. And 
after the meal a real African party around the 
campfire. From nowhere, there came a bottle of 
schnapps making everybody happy. I had been 
looking at the flame for a long time, fell asleep, 
woke up late at midnight, went to bed and got 
up when the sun was already high. For that, over 
coffee and cakes, André yelled at me. Skilfully, like 
experienced Scouts, we rolled up the tents and 
were gone.

Our group by the fire
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We decided to pay a visit to the Tuaregs, a Berber community inhabiting the Sahara, who had been waving to 
us during the last fifty kilometres. Nice people, but if you remember how a French expedition was annihilated 
by the Tuareg attack in 1881 or numerous massacres on both sides before the Tuaregs were subdued in 1905 

(in Algeria, the French met some of the strongest resistance from the Tuaregs), then you look at their friendly faces with 
different eyes. Another twenty kilometres and Harald’s motorbike broke down. There was a problem with the carburettor 
so I had some time to write a couple of lines. Others tried to communicate with the Tuareg people. At night, Ernst 
wounded his little toe on a sharp stone, nothing serious, so no problem. Two hours of repair under the sun and Harald 
was back in the saddle. But we could not go further on that day because the road was very bad and on the roadside stood 
sick people who begged travellers for help. We were able to provide some treatment for eye inflammation to two children, 
for which were rewarded with an invitation to the Tuareg goatskin tent, the ahaket, where we enjoyed some moments of 
real desert life and delicious peppermint tea. Handed out presents, said goodbye, and tried to make a few more kilometres.

Visiting the Tuareg people
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In the next hamlet we were again stopped by the police. One of the officers noticed a Polaroid camera in the car 
and immediately wanted to have it. Without this little thing he did not want to return our passports. Got out 
two hours later but with the camera. Hmm, we were becoming more experienced!

After about half a mile we suddenly entered a wonderful valley in the midst of a rocky desert. Herds, tents and 
tuaregs on snow-white camels. We stopped and bought a lamb for dinner that looked at us sadly all the way.
We removed and took with us an old rotten stump for our campfire and quickly left the place because the folk who 
sold us the lamb suddenly became nervous and aggressive. After a couple of kilometres of flight, we came across 
a pair of fellow adventurers whom we had met on the ferry. They turned out to be scientists, space researchers 
actually, so we set up camp for seven. In the evening a huge campfire was made and Ernst (a professional butcher) 
started to work. He killed the lamb, removed the head, eviscerated the animal, seasoned the carcass from inside 
and outside, filled and stitched the cavity, then placed the lamb on a skewer and began roasting. In the meantime, 
we made soup and tea. A perfect menu. Life is filled with adventure, and I like it. At night our guests offered us a 
virtual journey to the stars, which made me think about things in a different way, and that was cool.
Another two days and we crossed the Land of Thirst. Once in that area a caravan of 1,800 camels and 2,000 camel 
drivers died from dehydration. It was terrible even to think about it. In Gao we took the opportunity to refill water 
supplies and, finally, wash ourselves.

 Tuareg riding a camel
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Our trading partners

Preparing a lamb
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Bingo! We have done the 
infamous Tanezrouft route

The River Niger

Visiting a local village Hotel l’Atlantide, Gao



Große Sanddüne
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We reached Gao having crossed the heart of the Sahara by the notorious Tanezrouft route. We almost embraced, 
so great was the joy of coming to this beautiful city on the River Niger. All troubles were forgotten at once. In the 
final 20 kilometres Harald was nearly falling off the bike. We gave him a glucose drink and persuaded to hold on. 
Soon we were in Gao although we thought it would be another 80 km or so to go. Using our last ounces of strength 
we got into the city and could hardly believe to be here. The waiter of the hotel l’Atlantide had a serious problem 
keeping up with our beer bacchanalia and after it was over felt as down as we did. I checked in – the room had 
a bath and a kind of a four-poster bed – and took a shower. The shower was a boy standing with a watering can 
on a ladder. Five star desert luxury, no less. Finally, dressed in fresh clothes and relaxed I was sipping my double 
whiskey getting into the Christmas spirit, if only in March.
Looked around carefully and went out once. The Atlantide was a colonial style hotel, the city itself very  
picturesque, pubs full of whiskey and hookers who were of no interest to me. In anticipation of a blissful 
uninterrupted night’s sleep in a cosy hotel bed, I drank some more and hit the sack thinking about the impending 
departure back into the desert.
Got up surprisingly early, again took a shower, consumed breakfast and started our usual routine. Incredibly, 
but the best part of the day was spent running around between the police, post office and bank. In every city you 
needed to register with the police. Nevertheless, by midday we had coped with all this. Hogfish for lunch turned 
out to be exactly the same as it was described – delicious. We’d spend another day here to gain strength for further 
travel. After all, we hadn’t done half of our planned route yet. In the late afternoon there would be a boat trip on 
the River Niger, but before I had a good time enjoying an afternoon siesta.
As planned, at 2.00 pm began our boat trip on the Niger. There were five of us plus a three-men crew. After the 
first 300 metres I was attacked by the tiger fish (Africa’s equivalent of the South American piranha, both fierce 
predators with distinctive large teeth) almost jumping over my collar. I was in a panic while all others were 
maliciously neighing watching our duel with the fish, which was not at all funny. After some time we got to the 
fishing village and having paid the entrance fee found ourselves in a typical tourist site. Passers-by smiled at 
us. Upstream, the river rests on a huge sand dune, which is here a bit of a landmark. Finally, a journey back in  
pitch darkness. At one moment our boatmen lost their way on the half kilometre wide river but the shouts from 
the riverbank helped them to navigate their way. We returned to the hotel late at night feeling dizzy. Our friends 
who had been waiting for us there for three hours had enough time to drink for the repose of our souls. We stayed 
with them for a while and went to bed.
Early morning, a short visit to the market right in front of our hotel and then out of the city, which is really 
beautiful. In the outskirts there was another police checkpoint. Harald had to return to Gao for additional insurance  
that they demanded. Had to wait for him for an hour under the watchful eye of the police. All documents in order, 
we went on.
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By 5:00 pm we were already at the border. At that time, the border control in Mali was as simple as it was everywhere 
before. We decided to set up our ninth camp on the neutral strip. Had guests again. Gerhard and Heinz were 
scientists from Germany, whom we constantly met here and there. After dinner, we chatted for a while and fell 
asleep in the open sky. Full harmony with the wild nature, we felt like at home. In the morning late risers were 
served by the early risers, which was nice. Finally, all joking aside and on to the Nigerien border (one has to 
distinguish between ‘Nigerien’ and ‘Nigerian’).
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Harald blickt erschüttert

First command that we heard was ‘Unload’. Not easy, because 
in the car we had a two-months’ supply of food, tents, 
clothes and utensils… but diligently obeyed the order. 

They checked, stamped our passports, we collected our things 
and drove off. After exactly one kilometre another control, this 
time customs. And again, ‘Unload everything’. Quite crazy but 
all you could do was stand still gritting your teeth and putting 
up with it. The temperature was over 40°C in the shade and we 
were in the sun. None of us could stand it and when the customs 
officer wanted to search my dirty laundry, I emptied the contents 
of the package right in front of him on the sand. It was great 
luck that he understood everything and did not put me in jail.  
Harald, our motorcyclist, turned as white as a sheet already seeing 
me in handcuffs dying of thirst. But, control finished and welcome 
to Niger.
In the nearest village, the next full police inspection was already 
awaiting us. It‘s hard to imagine something more idiotic. In each 
place, entrance and exit control as if you were flying from one 
continent to another and it all at more than 50°C in the shade. 
In Niamey, the capital of Niger, we parked in one of the best 
campsites and relaxed after chugging down three pints of lager 
each. Suddenly mosquitoes attacked us adding to our woes.  
In the evening, as usual, a friendly get-together in the bar with 
other Africa freaks, whiskey with mosquitoes floating in your 
glass and then a sweet dream of a wanderer, tired as a dog.
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NIAMEY – To begin with – a lovely swimming pool, clean and with a view to the Niger River.  
Green grass, palm trees, what more could one want? We had a wonderful day. White in the sun, black in the 
shadow – a familiar combination. Within two-and-a-half hours you get a perfect tan and do a few lengths in 
the pool. Afterwards we went to buy something for Harald‘s farewell party. At that point Harald was leaving us  
further travelling at his own risk. It was a pity. We managed to find another camping, this time without  
mosquitoes. For the hundredth time accidentally stumbled upon Gerhard and Heinz, together celebrated Harald’s 
departure and were in such a mood as if it had been raining for a week while in reality we were in the hot and dry 
desert. There would be a heavy rainstorm, later…

Farewell to Harald
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Spent the night under the stars and in the morning departed in different directions. We crossed half the country 
and in the evening found ourselves in the town of Maradi on the border with Nigeria, which at the time was 
experiencing a demographic boom. Local policemen cheerfully accompanied us to their boss. We settled all the 
necessary formalities (registration is also mandatory here) and looking for a one night stay quite by chance spotted 
the private Club Maradi. It seemed we have found ourselves in England a hundred years ago. Everything was even 
more British than the legendary British car Morris Minor.

Behind us was the 500-kilometre long trail of dust and there a member of the club invited us over for a whiskey 
tasting. For him we all looked as mysterious and daring as the Camel Guy, a role model of sorts. I was very  
happy that we were accepted there and allowed to primp ourselves up in the gents. Clean and tipsy, we retired  
into the bushes and called it a night.

Waking up, we found ourselves near a garbage dump. Smelling almost like camels that were passing nearby (which 
is usually described as a mixture of manure, urine, and an odd pungent aroma that is hard to identify), we had 
some canned breakfast throwing empty cans over our shoulders and left.

Farewell to Harald
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Got to Nigeria. Had long decided to drive through the country 
non-stop because many people warned us it might be 
extremely dangerous. We made 600 km and were horrified. 

For all my life I have not seen more roadside wrecks as there. The 
country’s emergency medical service is inadequate and marauders 
instantly strip the half-dead accident victims of their clothes.  
We were afraid of attacks that did not stop day or night and behaved 
accordingly. Widespread corruption in the Nigeria police force has 
been regularly reported. We were stopped and searched every 20 km, 
but left alone. Only once they tried to find a flaw in my passport’s 
entry stamp. But after I managed to convince the officer that it was 
not my fault but that of his own colleague at the border, he shifted 
from one foot to the other and let us go.
We were driving like crazy and at dusk reached a place where we 
could spend the night camping in the bush. After supper – alarm: 
Franz found a sand viper, which meant it was dangerous to sleep 
under the open sky. Two climbed onto the roof, two squashed into 
the cabin and one armed guard was left to keep watch (Nigeria had 
long been among the countries with the highest crime rate in the 
world.) Luckily, my shift was to start only at five in the morning. 
Everybody was nervous but still we slept well. When my turn came, 
I was told that hyenas were laughing and whooping all night near 
the camp. I responded with a grin but pricked up my ears. Nothing 
happened and with the dawn the rest of the team woke up to a light 
breakfast. A day on the road and we reached Maiduguri. It consists 
of two cities: Yerwa to the West and Old Maiduguri to the east.  
The latter was selected by the British as their military headquarters  
in the early 1900s. Accompanied by the police escort, we were 
brought before an immigration officer. Control completed, we 
continued our trip.
At a filling station people got a little nervous because we were filling 
up all our 17 canisters and those waiting in the long queue loudly 
expressed their discontent. That over, at five o‘clock in the evening 
we reached the border, crossed it without a hitch and on 29 March 
1982 arrived in Cameroon. We were in a cheerful mood – another 
60 km and we would be in the Waza National Park. There we spent 
the first night in a hotel consisting of several round thatched huts. 
For the first time met real tourists in the lobby but ignored them. 
Wild and tattered, we allowed our bodies full treatment and after two 
hours were sitting at dinner, shining and relaxed. After the meal and 
some beers I went to bed and dreamed of Cameroon. (Portuguese 
explorers reached the coast in the 15th century and named the 
area Rio dos Camarões, camarones in Spanish, the Shrimp River, 
which became Cameroon in English.) Had immediately forgotten 
how much effort it took to get to this place. I was happy that I had 
experienced all this and was gaining further strength for the journey.A hotel complex in Waza National Park, Cameroon
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Next day in the Park we enjoyed watching the wildlife. Waza is home for elephants, Western giraffes, antelopes 
and lions. Had to get up at six in order to be at the start first. Our black guide explained everything and 
retired in the evening. Originally, Waza was established as a hunting reserve but in the 1960s became a 

National Park declared a UNESCO biosphere protected area shortly before our visit. We decided to spend that night 
under the black African sky gazing at the moon and eating rice pilaf. Then discussed the next stretch, drank the last 
remaining portion of water and fell sleep under the most romantic roof beneath the stars.

In the morning we visited the National Park for the second time. Same guide, different route. Everything was 
happening right in front of us. While my friends were looking at the game, I settled on the sleeping bags on the roof 
of the car and gave vent to my feelings. I was full of joy and would probably be happy to lie like this forever. In the 
meantime, a macabre scene was unfolding right before my eyes.

Only meters away from the family of lions stood Mercedes-Benz, the SUV range, with Swiss number plates and flat 
rear tires. It was great luck there was a mechanic who, it seemed, would rather prefer to be a carpenter in this bizarre 
situation. However, literally under lions’ noses he managed to drag the car a few meters away and changed tires 
with lightning speed. We greeted each other and he was gone while I was getting ready to watch another ridiculous 
situation.

I clung tightly to the roof of the car and we rushed through the savannah. The sensation was as if you were riding an 
African elephant. Enjoyed three hours of this eerie feeling and total freedom. Finally, a police officer demanded that 
I climb out of the saddle when we left the Park.

Returned to the hotel, where we had spent the first night, and sneaked into the pool. After that, relaxed in the 
comfortable lounge chairs sipping whiskey. Here we learned that a planned trip to Lake Chad would not be possible 
because of the internecine clashes there (out of the four countries surrounding the lake – Niger, Nigeria, Cameroon 
and Chad, – the place where we intended to go was closest to the conflict zone), so we would have to drive to 
the south. We went to the downtown area, chilled out in a few bars and returned to the hotel to say goodbye to  
Waza National Park in a farewell bash.
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Our car slowly rolled to the south and we admired the local beauties: mountains, meadows, forests, animals and 
exceptionally friendly smiling people as though they wanted to show us all their teeth.

When at the edge of the city a gang of teenagers began to throw stones at our car, we looked at the rocky mountains 
in a different way but seeing a broken down vehicle on the road stopped to help the driver anyway. As we soon 
realised that the vehicle could not be repaired any more, we took the driver with us. Thanks to this we scooped 
a big jackpot. The new passenger asked to bring him to the nearest village, and because we were looking for a 
place to spend the night he kindly brought us into his relative’s house. The relative appeared to be a local chieftain 
who had a harem of twenty wives. In the evening we visited the bush pub and after a few beers returned to the 
homestead where a big feast awaited us. Then until late at night we were drinking millet beer in purely male 
company and were not too much disappointed. Obviously the chieftain was hiding his concubines thoroughly 
and that was perfectly all right.

Beautiful country
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We were out like a light and woke up only when a rooster who was merrily clucking near my bed started to crow, 
which made our hair stand on end. Calmed and sat down to breakfast. Then, after many kisses and hugs, finally 
drove off.

Suddenly, Letitia materialised in front of us. Medical student, beauty, and a seasoned world traveller with a backpack. 
Rome – Geneva – Canada – Cameroon… Incredible! It turned out that one part of our route coincided with hers 
so we took Letitia on board and went together. Luggage on the roof and fast forward. Again one passenger more 
but since she lived in Cameroon she compensated for our temporary inconveniences by revealing all secrets of this 
country. When after 200 km she left our company, we remained with a flat tyre, empty tank and one good friend less.

Our African homestead
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We drove on as if nothing had happened and got into the Bénoué National Park late in the evening. While we 
were having our meal not suspecting anything, the day held another surprise for us.

Having inspected the hotel in the National Park, we agreed with the manager that we would take only one room 
for two, and the other three of us would stay overnight in the car in the courtyard. Why? Because in the only 
remaining free room spiders the size of a tea saucer staged real wrestling competitions, right under the mattress 
of one of the beds an anthill about one metre high was discovered, and in the sink there was something similar 
to either a lizard or salamander. The manager agreed, and we moved in. Everything had already been unpacked 
when the employee appeared and announced that sleeping in the car was not allowed since in their hotel there 
still was one free room. He meant that very room with arthropods, termites and reptiles that we had just left. 
I could not believe my ears and went to explain myself. Having lost half an hour, we realised it was all in vain. 
Came down hard on them and left the place in disgust. Bedding down all together under the stars in the national 
park was a good alternative. We already had experience of sleeping under African skies and it promised to be just 
another small wildlife adventure. It is truly amazing how quickly you get used to everything, adapt and even feel 
comfortable. Waking up in the morning we enjoyed breakfast in the open air like John Wayne in his famous movie 
after chasing lions. On the way we saw how about 50 hippos were swimming in the river at the same time.

On that day we experienced one of the highlights of our trip: 500 km through the jungle. I am unable to describe 
the huge trees, palms, streams, incredible green meadows and typically red, scorched African earth in one sentence. 
We seemed to be in a fairy-tale. I was sitting in the car holding my breath and could not take my eyes off. The 
only fly in the ointment was a handsome pheasant inadvertently hit by our car. He was probably too proud to pay 
attention to the traffic signals. After three somersaults like a jumper on the springboard, he landed literally under 
our wheels. We went on and, as if in revenge, the road situation changed for the worse.

And not only the road, even our car that had just crossed the Sahara and half of Africa without any malfunction 
started having problems as the exhaust pipe fell off. As it was very late, we reached the nearest village and asked for 
a shelter. We were cordially invited and they even gave us the whole bunch of bananas. Dined in the open sultry 
air, and then spent several hours among the enchanting and at the same time ominous sounds of the jungle on a 
full moon night, blissfully asleep, some of us in the car, some near it…
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Next day after an exhausting ride through the jungle we reached Yaoundé, the capital of Cameroon and, with a 
population of approximately 2.5 million, the second largest city in the country. I was genuinely surprised how 

beautiful this city was. Suddenly, between palms and thickets, there came a green valley right in front of us. First of 
all, we rushed to the Nigerian High Commission to get our return visas. An unpleasant type with his nightmarish 
English left us in doubt whether he wanted a bribe or was just stupid. We handed him our passports, waited a bit in 
the reception for no obvious reason and left. At the tourist office hired a private guide to show us around.
We started with the muffler shop and paid through the nose for getting the exhaust welded back in place. Then found 
a hotel, went to our rooms, took a shower and then slept like babies.

Repairing the exhaust
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Next day, the embassy again and 
another hour of pointless waiting

A jungle road
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Postponed our next visit to the Nigerian embassy until late afternoon and decided to go to the central market for 
souvenirs. Before that, we had to change our money at a bank. After plenty of time because as with everything in 
Cameroon the process is slow, we left the bank with tightly stuffed wallets. In the market, before we moved from 
one counter to another, Ernst discovered that his wallet with 25,000 Central African CFA francs (about € 80) was 
stolen. Not too upset since he himself was too carefree and inattentive, he went back to the bank for more money.

We left for Sangmélima, a town in the South, in best mood. Suddenly, the rain started. It was a real downpour. 
Searching for a shelter we found a covered market. It was getting dark when we stopped and asked if we could 
stay there for the night. After a short discussion with the wife of the local chieftain (he himself was away) the 
permission was granted. In addition, she invited us to her house for dinner and at table with bagels, meat and 
onions we found the time passed quickly and cheerfully. Returned to the market after midnight and were fast 
asleep. The next morning, one of the villagers who introduced himself as the local Telecom boss, invited us for 
breakfast at his small secluded villa, where we were superbly served by his two wives – a VIP reception in the 
jungle.

After a hearty breakfast and cultured conversations until noon, with 80 bananas as a gift, we departed for Djoum. 
Just a few kilometres away a three-meter long snake was blocking the road. Stopped to take photos – ‘We and a 
reptile’. Djoum is the last settlement in front of the tropical rainforest and we expected a ride that would take our 
breath away probably because we had been living wild and free for a long time and began to perceive the world 
around us not as normal people. When we finally arrived there we devoured the jungle taking it in greedily with our 
eyes and ears, felt its incomparable beauty and decided to walk deep into the forest as soon as we find a good guide.

Shopping at the market
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Ernst and Goffy the Parrot
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On that stretch of the route we acquired our sixth fellow traveller: a stinky young African grey parrot, whom we 
later called Goffy. He was dragged along on the jungle road by a little boy using a leather cord. I wanted to stop 
immediately to help the bird, but André warned about a possible trap and we slipped past. After a while I urged him 
to return. I really wanted to free the poor fellow. First, the boy explained to us that everything he did with his bird 
was not our business but then agreed to sell the parrot. We were delighted and after some haggling agreed on an 
equivalent of approximately twenty euros. As soon as the parrot was untied, he flew straight into our car and was 
visibly relieved that he was saved. These birds are so smart that one could even feel their gratitude.

In our company, Goffy immediately became the star. And since until that moment ‘Goffy’ was my nickname, in order 
to avoid confusion I was again Gottfried.

Goffy drives with us 
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A visit to Djoum
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In high spirits we reached Djoum and went to the nearest bar to make some contacts. Found the right guy at once, 
which only cost our road cash box a few beers.

Passed mandatory and often nerve-racking police and customs control, and our new mate took us to his home where 
in order to give us lodgings he threw his family out of their house. After washing with the water from a tiny pot, we 
began our tour. First of all, we were escorted to the jungle to look at the pygmy village where the guide managed to 
set the whole place astir within minutes. As if in a mystery play, everything started to move at once, the villagers were 
dancing, singing, and we were at the centre of this cacophony of sounds looking like heirs of the Victorian missionary 
Dr David Livingstone who explored Africa. As it turned out, we were indeed the first tourists in these places and the 
show was arranged in our honour to produce an impression. We, in turn, tried to communicate with people in order 
to get a little insight into their lives. Miserable dwellings, hard work, bitter poverty but still they seemed satisfied with 
their humble existence.
Our visit was interrupted by tropical rain and we had to look for a shelter. As the skies kept pouring down on us, the 
roads became slippery, almost impassable. The situation was becoming dangerous. We were near the border with 
Congo and somewhere in those parts a white man had recently been murdered. We were warned to be cautious and 
tried to follow the advice. It was Good Friday, 9 April, and the Christians were going to the church so the guide took 
us to a Roman Catholic mission. We met a Polish priest who was sincerely glad to see guests from Europe. He talked 
to us in German, told us about his work and duties – everything was modest and extremely friendly. Then we were 
led through the mission, explained everything and left to listen to the choir rehearsal while he retired to prepare for 
a special lithurgy held on this day. As we heard the story of the passion of Jesus Christ, which happened on the day 
Christians call Good Friday, as recorded in the Gospels, everybody was thinking about home. I suddenly felt very 
lonely: 10,000 km away from the family and at that moment, with damp eyes, – I really did not know what brought 
me to those places. With the choir singing the last passages, low mood and depression were gone, we said goodbye to 
the priest and he wished our expedition good luck.
In the evening, sitting in a bar with beer and whiskey, we discussed our further movements. Around midnight went 
to bed filled with remorse and shame because everyone else was sleeping in the barn. On the other hand, why should 
there be any different than, say, at the Austrian lake Wörthersee where they offer luxury holidays with sleeping on 
hayracks in a barn as a main attraction? Besides, next morning we were to be in good shape because there was a 
safari, so…
In the morning a quick wash in a cucumber-like vessel and away to the first hunt. We drove to Mintom II in Dja-Et-
Lobo, and there our new friend, not finding a guide with a rifle, took the one armed with a machete because trekking 
in the jungle without a guide was not the brightest thing one could do. We were quite satisfied with this because we 
were only going to take pictures.

A Catholic mission
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And again an exciting trip through the jungle in the direction of Congo, which is very close. Met Congo 
Pygmies (also known as Bambenga or Bayaka) for the second time. One of them had just caught an 
animal with a wire snare trap and for some reason was hiding its chopped-off head under a bunch of 

bananas showing it to us with a smile. Then, when our Bushmen cut through a passage in the thickets, we, with 
a beating heart, entered the rainforest. Immediately from everywhere came the typical sound of the jungle, well-
known from the films, and we cautiously moved forward.

We had a good guide and a thorny path ahead of us. At times we found ourselves in ankle-deep swampy waters 
but bravely moved forward and soon were at the southernmost point of our journey. Scratched and temporarily 
crawling on all fours we had trekked for some hours in the jungle occasionally seeing chimpanzees in the wild. 
Exhausted and somewhat delirious because of the incredible tropical humidity and besides having moved too 
close to the border with Congo, we decided to return. So it was better, because on the map in this place there was 
still a white spot and it was hardly worth taking any risk. In some incredible way our guide found a way back and 
we, as soon as we reached our car, fully appreciated this adventure.

Exhausted and scratched, in ragged clothes we squatted down on the ground. Sweating but happy to have 
experienced such an adventure, we tried to recover. While others were relaxing and eating bananas, André and 
Werner caught the giant tropical butterflies with a net. But, as is well known, time passes very quickly and we had 
to return to Djoum. From that moment our return journey started. Rolling along the soggy road in the jungle was 
nice, and we filmed a lot.
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A cut-off animal’s head
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Speciality of the house
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One day on the way there we helped a motorist, who was injured, and now noticed the same car again, this 
time not with the driver but with its owner. He stopped us and for saving his car and its driver wanted 
to express his thanks – give us a baby chimpanzee. Today such apes command a price tag of $12,500. We 

politely refused because on the one hand our parrot Goffy was visibly against it and on the other we did not want 
to have a chimp at home.
Got to Djoum, paid the guide and let him off, then went out for something to eat. In a restaurant the speciality of 
the house was a local delicacy – pygmy chimpanzee also known as bonobo. Ordered four servings because this 
dish would indeed make most carnivores squirm so Ernst went to another place. When they served a bowl with 
a skull of a chimp the size of a baby‘s head, my heart fell into my feet. The skull was ‘smiling’ at me and I decided 
to at least try some bushmeat to get an idea of the taste of human flesh. I then rushed to the nearest bar for a 
triple whiskey where I found Ernst enjoying his second lager. Gradually all our boys came to this place and after 
a farewell banquet we left Djoum port out to Sangmélima.
To the petrol station at the centre of the city we came with an empty tank and a flat tyre. While we were refuelling 
the car they mounted the spare wheel and when all was finished it was already dark. In a bar met a local doctor 
who unexpectedly invited us to spend the night in his house. Funny guy, chatted with us until midnight and 
confessed that he had fallen in love with our photographer Franz. We laughed it off as if nothing had happened 
and went to bed. Next morning had breakfast with the disappointed doctor. Then, after inviting several of his 
relatives, he arranged a real party: about 100 varieties of beer (75 litres) and bread served with pâté to the music 
of the Rolling Stones including ‘Let’s Spend the Night Together’. After a lot of fun, laughter and drinking we left 
the hospitable Sangmélima about which the whole district seemed to regret.
With a dream of a week’s holiday on the beach headed to Kribi, a resort and seaport on the Gulf of Guinea (the 
Atlantic Ocean), but the road was closed because of a heavy rainfall. At about 70 km from Kribi, near the next 
roadblock, found a private villa, in which the master of the house offered us shelter moving all its inhabitants out 
of their rooms. Dined with palm wine and went to bed early to depart at dawn.
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Getting to Kribi in late morning we only managed to 
change money and refuel the car as everything started 
to go wrong. To begin with, a policeman checked our 
documents and after declaring them to be forged took us 
to the local police station. Our stomachs churned although 
we knew that all our papers were in order. There, among 
other things, he brazenly argued that all border stamps in 
our passports were wrong and that I was the only person 
who had a visa to Sri Lanka (!!!). That had to be seen!

At this police station we met Christopher Durand, a 
young French professor from the University of Douala 
who had been living in Cameroon for two years. He tried 
to intercede for us but the policemen (now there were 
two of them) did not want to give in. Finally, Christopher 
arranged that we come to the police headquarters in an 
hour and when the officers left told us horrible stories 
about how unceremoniously corrupt and mean the police 
are. They knew pretty well that papers were all right  
but they deliberately lock people up in a cell for several 
days demanding a ransom payment, which they often 
received.

Chris said that several of his friends were mistreated in 
this way and advised us to get out of the place as soon 
as possible. No one would be chased or persecuted 
simply because there was no reason for that, he added. 
Since we did not know the easiest and shortest way out, 
he volunteered to guide us along our way and at the 
same time invited us to his villa in Douala. Jumping 
into the car and rushing out of Kribi was a matter of a 
few seconds. We had been warned about such situations 
but could not believe it. After 10 km and the next police 
control (mandatory check), we stopped and what we saw 
in front of us took our breath away. Because of heavy 
rains, the bridge partially collapsed and several workers 
were repairing it so we could not proceed any further.  
Thank God, it didn’t take them too long and after fifteen 
minutes of impatient waiting we could drive on. We were 
driving as fast as we dared despite seeing many accidents 
on the road and even a dead body killed in a car crash. 
There was and still is no public ambulance service in 
Cameroon and the drivers pass by without the slightest 
sympathy for the victims.
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Just before Douala there happened to be another problem. We passed by a police checkpoint where the officers 
had neither vehicles nor even telephones, and moved on until we got stuck in a traffic jam at the city gate. Suddenly 
a policeman catched up with us on a private scooter and detained us. He took our passports and car documents 
and demanded that we return to the post. But with Christopher’s help everything was settled and we proceeded 
to his house. By then it was already dark and raining. Finally, there was a pleasant surprise – a luxurious villa 
with a swimming pool, garden, a maid and a guard. While Chris went to the supermarket to buy wine, beer and 
whiskey, we decided to cook something from our supplies. In the meantime, the parrot found a place on a palm 
tree growing in a giant pot right in the room and we laid a dinner table fit for a Queen. Spent a superb evening 
with Chris and three of his colleagues who also lived in this spacious villa. We chatted and caroused until the 
drink ran out and the hosts generously shared with us their knowledge of the country giving some very useful 
tips. Finally, we tumbled into soft beds and fell asleep.
At 3 o‘clock I woke up from pain all over the body and laid down on the floor next to the bed. Had something 
inside me changed? Nothing, I believe, just I always had simple even primitive sleeping habits. Early in the 
morning with one of Chris’s colleagues, professor of mechanical engineering, we went to his school and handed 
over our car to their workshop for repairs. As a result of our wild flight from the police, the exhaust pipe fell off 
again, steering wheel was to be straightened and the spare tyre fixed, motor oil and filter had to be changed, and 
in addition the general check and service were necessary. At 11:00 our new friends directed us down the road to 
Victoria where we said goodbye and thanked them heartily.

Gift shopping on the way to Douala
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Visiting Christopher
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Gad to be out of it all we reached Isongo Point, which is just a geographical location between the towns 
of Isongo and Bakingili on the ocean, and found a place where we could stay that our friends had 
recommended and described. A former loading station next to the banana plantation near the sea. It left 

nothing to be desired – a canopy protected us from the rain, in an old well there was fresh water, the stone floor 
was dry, and we could enjoy the view of Equatorial Guinea. And yet, in order to spend our days there in the 
maximum rest, which was so necessary, we hired a bodyguard. In the meantime, our dirty clothes were given 
to the women from a neighbouring village for washing.
I very much wanted Franz, who was suffering from a stomach disorder and was lying on a sack pale as a ghost, 
to recover as soon as possible. We were going to stay there for five days but after several wild rain showers 
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and Ernst’s sudden psychosis left on the third. Everyone was equally exhausted and broken and, of 
course, Ernst alone was responsible for his nervous breakdown. He, however, accused everyone else 
and even threatened to hit and smack me. We let him speak out knowing that by the morning all 
this would pass.
The journey was becoming harder and everyone had to struggle to keep himself in line. Somewhat 
burnt out we left Isongo Point and continued on our way. Quickly reached Mafsa where we were 
allowed to sleep on the veranda of the police building. Got this, thanks to the culinary art of Ernst 
who pulled himself together, by inviting the commandant to dinner. In the morning another police 
officer came in and started to ask questions so we immediately retired.

Isongo Point
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A border to Nigeria
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Nigerian border. Once again we ran into one small snag. 
It turned out that a local customs officer had the same 
first name as our André and since they were namesakes it 
occurred to him that André should by all means give him 
his wristwatch as a present. But we had already learned 
how to protect ourselves against extortion and having 
spent there an extra hour left with watches. We raced across 
Nigeria in the opposite direction and our first impressions 
of the country were largely confirmed. Slept somewhere in 
the bush next to the road in anticipation of the desert heat.

Every one of us was waiting with the greatest impatience 
to see the Sahara again. After 50 or 60 passport and 
customs control posts, we easily reached Niger. Not only 
the roads were dramatically different but also the people, 
who were bitterly poor there. Long drive on unbearable 
and unpaved sandy roads and immediately after Zinder, 
the second largest city in the country (known locally as 
Damagaram), we set up our twenty-second camp. During 
the dinner at the edge of the desert we noticed that we were 
in close proximity to the caravan route. The camels roared 
constantly, the drivers shouted, and we revelled in the joys 
of Africa. Bedding down under the magnificent starry sky, 
I unfolded my sleeping bag and climbed inside. Drowned 
in sleep, I was seeing rain in my dreams.

When the sleeping bag became wet, I woke up and realized 
what the weather was really foul. In the night, a sandstorm 
and rain mixed people, clothes, and utensils together. Some 
of us settled in the car, some tried to sleep under it and 
finally we all fell asleep. In the morning, everything was put 
back in order.

We left for Agadez in central Niger in a good mood but 
it quickly deteriorated. Another tyre blew out. During 
the wheel change, the car slipped off the jack breaking 
the exhaust pipe for the third time. Completely exhausted 
because of the shamefully bad road, we arrived in Agadez in 
the evening. Facing our second desert crossing we discussed 
all pros and cons. Everyone was screwed up and broken in 
one way or the other, including me. It was hard for me to 
get my thoughts together; I was on the brink of a nervous 
breakdown. Ernst and Werner had swollen legs and feet, 
open sores. André‘s right wrist became inflamed and swell. 
All three of them needed medical care. Fortunately, Franz’s 
diarrhoea cleared up, he was smiling but still very weak.
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After a night in the desert spent in a camping with a swimming pool, nothing really changed. I gathered all 
my strength and took my pals to the hospital. To determine the right treatment, the doctor started with 
throwing a bone into the ashes. It seemed to us that this type of alternative medicine was not quite what we 

needed and we asked if we could have a traditional primary care physician. Under disapproving glances we were 
directed to a straw hut on the site of the hospital campus. Softly knocked on the door and an American woman, 
who looked like a Barbie, opened the door. Delighted, we did not hesitate to entrust ourselves to the doctor’s hand. 
Werner and Ernst were prescribed ointments and strong antibiotics but with André the situation was much worse. 
In addition to the ointment, a total of twenty injections were prescribed to be made within ten days. I was quickly 
trained as a nurse and entrusted to do injections. We purchased medicines and a car hose and went to a hotel bar 
in the city to drink a beer or two. On the way bought some nice hammered silver pieces for our ladies from street 
vendors and in the afternoon returned to the camping. There we decided to deal with the car tomorrow and instead 
get some proper rest.
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After some time, idle chatter began to bore me and  
I retired spending half the night in the pool with a bottle 
of Johnny Walker. I fell asleep right on the ground, in the 
morning my body got freezing cold but psychologically 
I felt better. The car was repaired by noon. The injection 
to André was made, water canisters filled, we bathed and 
properly breakfasted. Thus, both our car’s and our own 
wounds patched up, we were on the main trans-Sahara 
route (called the Route du Hoggar) towards Arli, an 
industrial town and the centre of Niger’s uranium ‘boom’ 
at the time, known as the Uranium Highway, deep in the 
desert.
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We were leaving Agadez feeling totally 
exhausted and broken but hardly moved 
into the desert that everything changed. 

We recovered, were keeping together again and quickly 
getting back into a good mood. Our return journey 
through the desert began with a 250 km stretch on a 
primary paved road, which was becoming better and 
better with every kilometre. A faded Areva logo – a 
French nuclear-services company – was etched onto 
Arlit’s entry arch, marking the last police and customs 
checkpoint before a city. Customs officer smiled at us 
because a minute ago his lunch break began and since 
that moment he was off for three hours. Because this 
would cost us a day, we drove to the police station at 
the other end of the settlement where we were declared 
customs cleared and had our passes stamped. So easy 
it is in a place where authorities work closely together.
We arrived in Assamakka at 13:30 instead of 17:00. 
Between Arli and Assamakka, a small desert town in 
northern Niger at a main border crossing with Algeria, 
came across an Austrian from Klosterneuburg who 
was towing a broken French vehicle with his Mercedes 
off-road car. It is amazing how frivolously young 
Frenchmen try to cross the desert in wretched autos 
counting on the assistance of those who are well-
equipped and ready to help. But, as it happens, every 
cloud has a silver lining. Because that Austrian took it 
upon himself to take out the broken French car that 
had already been on the border for five days, customs 
officers impressed by such readiness to come to 
someone’s aid, allowed us to pass practically without 
control.
In a state of euphoria from this border crossing as 
if we were diplomats, we travelled another 10  km 
through No Man’s Land on the way rescuing a French 
Volkswagen stuck in the sands with three passengers. 
One of them was literally blue in the face from 
exhaustion and strain. Already in the darkness we 
set up our 23rd camp and ate like a Sheikh, as one 
restaurant ad had put it. Out of the blue two more 
Frenchmen emerged from the darkness begging for 
help. They had a battery problem. This time we asked 
them to wait until morning and went to bed dog-
tired after the day. When no one showed up the next 
morning, we continued our drive in the direction of 
the Algerian border.
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Only an hour and a half waiting for the police officers to finish their breakfast, and we crossed the border without 
any problem and headed for Tamanrasset, an oasis city and the capital of the Algerian Tuareg. André drove the car  
through a very bad piste and a sand storm. Sometimes the situation was so bad that we had to stop and stand still 
because we could not see anything at all. Nevertheless, after a long drive through the desert in unbearable driving 
conditions, we reached Tamanrasset, built in a desert valley or wadi.

Registered at the police station and found a place in a camping. In the morning to the bank, then shopping and 
some administrative chores and off to the Hoggar Mountains. It made a great impression, unfortunately in the rain.  
The Hoggar, also known as Ahaggar Mountains, are a highland region in the central Sahara, southern Algeria, along 
the Tropic of Cancer. The mountains cover an area of approximately 550,000 square km, that is, more than Spain 
and almost twice more than the United Kingdom, with the highest peak, Mount Tahat, reaching about 3,000 m.  
The mountains are primary composed of metamorphic rock approximately two billion years old. Without Tamanrasset, 
the area is inhabited by only ten thousand people, as far as we had heard.

Tea with the Tuareg people
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Made 40 km and saw only two dwellers. Because of the bad weather continued in the direction of In Salah also known 
as Ain Salah, an oasis town in central Algeria. Once it was an important post on the trans-Saharan caravan trade route 
and now lied at the junction of No.1 National Highway. However, the unpaved road we were driving on was so bad 
that we were unable to progress too much until late at night. Our 24th camp was set up near the former French rocket-
launching site. Shortly before coming there we passed an impressive ‘Ban the Bomb’ poster attached to the rock. Dined 
under the pouring rain and climbed into our sleeping bags well aware a few more difficult days were awaiting us. In 
the morning, medical services to all patients including André’s injections. After a dozen exercises I inject a syringe 
painlessly like a mosquito bite. At night, Franz caught a scorpion and we properly celebrated this fact.
Broke camp and moved on towards Europe. The road became much better than the day before and we were progressing 
rapidly. Passed the Arak gorges where the view was breathtaking. The gorges are about halfway between Tamanrasset 
and In Salah. Carved by ancient rivers, their steep rocky walls can be 500 m high with a canyon base now a dry wadi. 
Very much impressed, we dropped in a Tuareg café and ordered a fairly strong brew of peppermint tea drinking so 
much of it that my stomach rebelled.
Another 10 km and we stopepd for a lunch break at a giant sand dune near Arak. Some climbed to the top to scrape a 
bit of sand for their friends while I preferred sunbathing instead. There was a terrible moment when, out of nowhere, 
a bird of prey pounced on Goffy. Ernst was there and helped the poor parrot preventing the inevitable. Sometime in 
the afternoon a sandstorm was expected but it was no problem because we were leaving.

Goffy walking in the desert

The dune before Arak

Franz catches a scorpion
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By 5:00 o‘clock we reached In Salah, once a town where slaves, ivory and gold from the south exchanged 
hands in return for European goods from the north. It has also been a centre for nomadic Tuareg. Drank 
some fruit juice under the curious gaze of bemused passing locals, bought something at the market 
square and left the city in search of a place for an overnight stay.Then preparing the evening meal, 
making injections, eating and after all that having a heated discussion about the future of our feathered 
companion Goffy. In the meantime, our parrot was eating dates dreaming of palm trees and seemed 
hardly interested in us. Then we were out like a light snoring as if we were not in the desert.
New day, new worries, new hopes. Ride on the asphalt road could not match the impressions received 
earlier, but the landscape all round made up for everything. Driving in the direction of El Goléa at 
sunrise opened spectacular views that one couldn’t come across in the desert. The elated mood of every 
member of the group remained unabated since the departure from Agadez, which was easier in the 
country’s diverse beauty than most people could imagine. The sky is always clear and the climate, hot 
and dry, very pleasant. Apart from the dust-crusted face you can enjoy everything here: the sun, wind, 
calm, asceticism and beauty.
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Finally reached El Goléa (the official name is El Ménia), an oasis town with thousands of palm trees and a fast growing 
population, which is a gateway to the Sahara. The oasis itself lies beneath an escarpment rising up to 200 metres 
above. Some of the largest areas of Saharan sand dunes begin just a few kilometres to the west of this place and here in  
El Goléa we were still fascinated by the desert landscape. A quick snack and we went shopping with the Arab guide. Its 
small houses I liked very much and would be happy to stay longer, but we still had to be in Ghardaïa on the same day.
Safely arrived at Ghardaïa, the most beautiful Arab city that I had ever seen, classified as a World Heritage site by 
UNESCO in 1982, when we visited. At the centre was a historical area with a pyramid-style mosque and the arcaded 
square. Distinctive white, pink and red houses. Blue roofs and the golden colour of sand reminded me the Schönbrunn 
palace. In her book La Force des choses the French writer Simone de Beauvoir described Ghardaïa as ‘a Cubist 
painting beautifully constructed’. We thoroughly inspected everything and found the narrow streets very charming. 
After studying the sights enjoyed traditional peppermint tea on the terrace of the In-Café, a popular joint at the time. 
Watching passers-by we could get an impression of the land and its people. When it became dark, we drove to a dune 
in the desert where we ate our supper of stuffed peppers in the moonlight. I promised to our parrot, who stayed with 
me in the car, a beautiful day and went to sleep across the back seat.

André with a view of Ghardaia



68 Young lion who bit Ernest

Barbary/Berber lion Ali
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Breakfast in the sand always tastes 
good, besides it made our food boxes 
considerably lighter
It was our last day in Algeria so we left later than 
usual. The night’s rain made packing one of the 
most tedious parts, but we did not hurry. We were 
moving along quietly admiring the dunes passing by 
that happened less and less often. A few kilometres 
before the border post we swam in a hot spring. 
After careful cleaning, which was very good for all 
of us, stayed in the sun, and then off to the border 
with Tunisia.
Crossed the border feeling almost at home. 
Everybody was smiling and friendly, we were much 
impressed with the genuine hospitality of the local 
people. Drove to Nefta near the border, a town,  
oasis and a pilgrimage centre to which pilgrims 
travel throughout the year. On the way had supper, 
I made an injection, and by the evening we arrived 
in the town. As usual, picked up the best available 
guide and with him visited a café with a panoramic 
view on the hill with the old town on its slopes. 
Since the nightlife here ended at ten, we drove to 
the oasis and settled on the sand between the palms. 
As one visitor had put it, it was perfect 1001 nights 
experience for one night. In the morning, we washed 
in the first of the 120 hot springs of the oasis, had 
breakfast and crossing the new town took the main 
road to Tozeur with its famous Saharan Zoo.
As we were the only tourists there, the director 
volunteered to give us a personal excursion.  
I was admitted to the lion’s cage and scratched the 
magnificent Berber lion named Ali behind the 
ears. I felt like Tarzan and started playing with him 
imitating boxing, which he obviously liked.
The zoo looked absolutely harmless until an incident 
occurred. Our mate Ernst was bitten by a lion cub 
walking free on the territory. Ernst cursed loudly 
and everyone was laughing because he himself  
was an employee of Tiergarten Schönbrunn, the 
oldest existing zoo in the world founded in 1752 
and, sort of, deserved this bite if he could not cope. 
We took usual photos with a snake on the shoulder 
and collected a farewell gift from the director, a 
poisonous scorpion.

Cobra

Iguana

Farewell gift from the zoo director
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Continued on crossing the huge salt lake Chott el Djarid (also spelled Shatt al-Jarid), which is almost always 
dry, heading toward Matmata. Hired Max, probably the best of the local guides. He quartered us in the hotel 
El Barbar, which he said was so unusual that it had been chosen as a filming location for the movie Star Wars. 

In reality, it was another hotel, the Sidi Driss, that in 1976, six years before our coming there, was used for Star Wars 
Episode IV: A New Hope. To Max’s credit one should say that both hotels have traditional cave rooms. In Matmata, 
a small Berber speaking village, all living ‘troglodyte’ structures are created by digging a large pit in the ground. 
Around the perimeter of this pit artificial caves are dug to be used as rooms, with some homes comprising multiple 
pits, connected by trench-like passageways. A camel ride in the evening caused an increased appetite and elevated 
our mood. After shower in a bathing cave there were supper and folklore dances and then, when all other tourists 
were gone, completely alone in the hotel we arranged a wine party. Our Tunisian guide Max drank three bottles to 
everybody’s praise. I coped with just one, after which my mates lost respect for me and I started hearing all sorts of 
jokes in Arabic mentioning my name. Before midnight moved from the dinning cave into the sleeping caves spending 
the night not on a pile of sand but in a wonderfully soft bed. The next morning we were given a tour of private 
dwellings in Matmata.
After completing our wild cave mole tour, went to Djerba, also spelt Jerba or Jarbah, the largest island in North Africa 
off the coast of Tunisia. A squabble in the cockpit reminded us that we had been living in confined space for seven 
weeks. It all ended peacefully of course only the sky didn’t want to calm down. It had been raining for 7,000 km over 
and over again and we all looked like consumptive patients rather than happy travellers.
A quarter of an hour by ferry and we were on the island of Djerba where, as expected, it continued to rain hard. 
Legend has it that Djerba was the island of the lotus-eaters Odysseus was stranded on, which should be no surprise. 
There are three principal towns on Djerba. Remarkably, a Jewish minority has dwelled here continuously for more 
than 2,500 years. We tried to drive around the neighbourhood and everywhere, but wherever we went we returned 
slopping wet. It must be said that the island is wonderful even in the rain. In the evening, half-frozen, we began 
searching for a place to spend the night. Were fortunate enough to find a chic site right by the sea, protected from all 
sides by the dunes. Under the pouring rain in the icy wind we pitched camp and completely exhausted, tired of the 
twists and turns of the last few weeks retired to our sleeping bags completely wet through. Chewed some stale bread 
with water falling asleep on the second sip.
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In the morning the picture is totally different. We wake up in Paradise.
Radiant sun, blue sea, golden sand and palm trees. The air temperature is so pleasant that we, ripping off our 
washed-out, sweaty and damp clothes, rushed into the water and splashed like children. Wet clothes were dried, 
wounds anointed to heal them, and André got his last, twentieth injection (which I now administer as a real doctor).  
We gradually regained our human selves. Three days spent in paradise strengthened the soul and body.

Finally, after we have finished all our food supplies, we made a great riding trip with real Arabs around Djerba. Despite 
the ease of the last days, everyone remembered perfectly what was left behind us. There was a feeling that we had 
experienced something extraordinary. Of course, the fight was hard at times but we had overcome. We won a difficult 
victory over ourselves, and all participants – consciously or unconsciously – were happy that they went through it.
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All the rest is a child’s game
On Saturday, 1 May 1982, we drove through Kairouan (founded around 670 AD), an important centre for Sunni 
Islamic scholarship and Quranic learning next only to Mecca and Medina, which we still had time to visit, and pro-
ceeded to Port El Kantaoui, a tourist centre built only three years before. Having spent the night at the port, sailed 
off the African coast the next morning. As usual, we met others Africa freaks and had twenty hours of fun, buzz and 
amusing chatter in their company on board. I thought I would probably miss every single grain of the Sahara sand 
at the first sight of the Italian disco, but a splendid buffet made us almost forget the past two months.

Hungry as wolves we made the last 1,000 km from Genoa to Vienna to finally arrive at home where my wife was 
waiting for me. She was by far more important than Africa and with her I now wanted to create a family.

END
May 1982 – October 2017

Epilogue
Gottfried and Sibylle Rieck 25 years after this journey with their children Alexander, Astrid and Agnes.
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